
HEBREWS 
Daniel F. Cates, Instructor 

COURSE INFORMATION: 
 MSOP M.O.S.T. Course #633 
 To contact the instructor: 
  101 Harvest Rd.   Coldwater, MS 38618 
  Home/cell:  662-560-8045  E-mail:  dsmcates@msn.com and 
          dsmccates@yahoo.com 

REQUIREMENTS: 
 Read each chapter before it is covered in the class. 
 Each student will be required to take thorough notes (which may be collected at any  
  time), to pay attention to the instructor, to follow along in the handouts, to do any  
  required reading and assignments outside of class, and to actively participate in  
  class. 
 Students taking the class for the certificate must paste or photocopy three separate  
  introductions for each of the epistles into his notes. Students seeking the advanced  
  diploma must paste or photocopy five separate introductions for each of the  
  epistles. 
 Students taking the class for the certificate must write a verse-by-verse commentary on  
  any chapter of the book of Hebrews. Students seeking the advanced diploma must  
  not only write a verse-by-verse commentary on any chapter of the book of  
  Hebrews, but also must write a thorough introduction of the book. The  
  commentary must be formatted in Times New Roman 12 font single spaced, but  
  may either be in outline or paragraph form. There is no set length, but the content  
  must be thorough--it is hoped that this would be so written now that it could  
  continue to be used and appreciated years from now. The introduction of the book  
  (for diploma seekers) must be at least five double-spaced pages (again, Times  
  New Roman 12) including special focus on the authorship of the book with  
  arguments for and against different possible authors; the introduction should  
  contain at least seven sources, with no more than fifty percent coming from non- 
  book, non-scholarly internet sources. For the commentary, the student is  
  encouraged to use the King James Version and at least two other versions (ASV,  
  NKJV, ABP, TR, ESV, SRV, YLT, etc.) for comparative purposes. 

GRADING: 
 There are 100 possible points divided in this way (this grading system is flexible): 
  Comprehensive Final Exam (50) 
  Commentary (25) and Introduction (25) for diploma OR commentary for  
   certificate (50) 
 Grading scale:  95-100=A, 85-94=B, 70-84=C, 60-69=D, 0-59=F 

mailto:dsmcates@msn.com


SCHEDULE: 
 Session Assignment 
 9th  Introduction (for diploma seekers) due 
 12th  Commentary (for certificate seekers and diploma seekers) due 
 13th  Final Exam 


